Rocket Report
Leo Dashevskiy

Model Rockets:
Entertaining and
Educational
With only a little guidance, it’s easy to
get your customers started in rocketry.

“F

ive,” a voice from the PA speakers shouted.
An entry level rocket such as this Quick Q by Quest is perfect
“Four.” Kids turned around. “Three.” All eyes
for clubs.The kit requires three 15-minute sessions to complete.
were locked on the rocket on the pad. “Two.”
Could those necks extend even more? “One.” Are they
adhesive or water-slide.
breathing? “Fire!” The rocket soared high into the sky, leavAll model rocket kits, regardless of level, contain steping a white trail behind it. All heads followed. Only when
by-step instructions with safety codes included in the
the parachute deployed and the rocket started back to earth
instructions. Most rocket kits are packed in plastic bags,
did the kids start talking to each other about how cool the
allowing the kits to be hung from pegboard, thereby using
rocket flew.
vertical space without the need for shelves. This gives dealIs building and launching a model rocket really rocket
ers more freedom in their store layouts. Generally, there is
science? Nah, there’s an entire model rocket industry
some form of protective packaging that prevents parts from
designed to keep things understandable. Companies such as
being damaged during transit. Even with the protective
Estes and Quest, for example, have
packaging, dealers should try to keep
been providing rockets, engines and
the bags away from little hands, as
accessories for 50 or more years, and
young children are not always delievery year more styles are released.
cate. The labels are bright and colorModel rocket kits are assigned
ful, creating a nice look for your store
one of five skill levels: ready to fly;
while grabbing customer attention.
quick-build; and Levels 1, 2 and 3.
Probably the most rockets flown
“Ready to fly” rockets are selfin this country are launched by Boy
explanatory—load an engine and
Scouts earning the coveted Space
launch. Quick-build rockets are easy
Exploration merit badge. To earn the
to build and come with parts such as
badge, scouts are required to build a
tailfins and nose cones that are
rocket by themselves and launch it
already colored so no painting is
twice. Ready-to-fly kits are out of
required. These can be assembled in
question, and Level-2 and -3 are genless than 30 minutes. Level-1 rocket
erally too much to ask of most 8- to
kits require some painting, gluing and
10-year-old boys. That leaves quicksanding. Most of these have balsa fins Bagged in plastic, rocket kits can be damaged.Try build and Level-1 rockets. All rocket
and contain either a balsa or plastic
manufacturers have a wide range of
to keep your rocket display away from little
children as younger hands aren’t always delicate. rockets in these categories. They are
nose cone. Some of these kits even
include decals to “pretty-up” the rocket. Level-2 and -3
inexpensive, easy to build and fun to fly. The main rocket
rocket kits are for customers with some modeling skill, and
bodies in these kits are made from heavy-duty wound paper.
they are more complex in design. All rocket kits in this cateWound bodies are strong enough to withstand some serious
gory also include some form of colorful decals, either selfabuse; I have seen many rockets come tumbling down after
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launch without having the paraThe launch pad is the only
chute properly deployed. Often,
fixed asset in model rocketry. It
these rockets are dusted off and
does not move, it is reusable, and
flown again in 15 minutes, rarely
with proper care, it will last
requiring any repairs.
indefinitely. A model rocket must
It usually takes two or three
only be launched from a launch
sessions of 15 minutes each to
pad, and an electrical controller
build most Level-1 rockets, with
with multiple safety devices
some time between sessions to let
should be used. All rocket comthe glue dry. This makes a great
panies produce a launch pad and
choice for monthly Boy Scout
launch controller and sell them
troop meetings.
either as separate items or bundle
As for supplies, a builder
them in starter sets. In either case,
needs a hobby knife with a selecthe launch pad and controller are
tion of extra blades. Some form
the same.
of adhesive is necessary—white
Engines offer a good revenue
Be sure your peg supply is diverse enough to accommodate stream. If the rocket is going to
glue works well without the
multiple rocket styles and a wide range of kits.
potential for mishap that an
fly, it’s going to use an engine.
inexperienced modeler may encounter with cyanoacrylate,
With a rocket’s flying time of less than a minute, a lot of
although models with plastic parts do require plastic glue.
engines can be used during a launch session. Rocket motors
To make the rocket pretty and colorful, an assortment of
have a designated range from 1/2A to E, the letter indicating
sandpaper and paint will finish the project nicely. Quickthe engine power. Most rocket motors are packed in groups
build and Level-1 rockets are available in bulk packs of 12
of three, with the necessary ancillary supplies in the same
or 24 kits, and this makes them a perfect selection for a Boy
package. For group launches, bulk engine packages work
Scout troop.
better. These usually contain 24 engines along with the
Building, though, is only the first step. The next step is
required wadding and igniters.
to fly it. To do that, you need five components. These are
What is required to build a rocket? One (or more)
the previously built rocket, a launch pad and controller,
rocket kits, a corner of a table, and 30 minutes of
engines and related supplies like wadding and igniters, a lot
time…“Five!” Sorry, I have to watch this rocket fly. “Four.”
of open space and calm air.
See you next time. “Three”…. HM
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Growing Your Rocket Department
Ed Rogala
A great way to increase your store’s
sales volume is to stock multiple product lines. As in any form of modeling, a
wide range of kit selections is key. There
are many producers of model rocket
kits. Some offer unique designs while
others offer more complex designs as
well as different assembly techniques.
Pay attention to packaging and be sure
your peg-hook supply is diverse enough
to accommodate multiple packages on
one hook. Rocket motors are the consumables in model rocketry and are

w w w. h o b b y m e r c h a n d i s e r. c o m

Lots of open space, a rocket, a good supply of engines and a launch pad is all that
is needed to fly model rockets.
classified as Haz-Mat items, which limits your distributor’s shipping options.
The most common method is US Mail
Parcel Post. It often takes 10 days for a
shipment of engines to reach your store.
Keep this in mind when determining
inventory levels. Besides rockets and
engines, there are a number of books on
the subject, and customers new to the
hobby, both young and old, are always
anxious to learn more about rocketry.
HM would like to welcome Leo
Dashevskiy to its team of writers.
Originally from Russia, but now a US
citizen, Leo is passionate about model
rockets and often works with local Boy
Scout troops and 4-H clubs, introducing
them to model rocketry whenever possible. Leo is also a member of IPMS and
has published several scale plastic model
articles in the IPMS Journal.
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